AIM & OBJECTIVES

“We are burdensome to the world. The elements scarcely suffice us. Our needs press. There are complaints among all. For now nature will not supports us”

(TERTULLIAN)

Our burdened earth due to the perpetually increasing gigantic human population is crying for held. The problem of population has been recognized as one of the most critical basic problem hindering the universal development and PROGRESS. Hence the world authorities and most populous countries are apt to handle this problem by all means. Asia has been major contributory factor in creating the population explosion by virtue of countries like India and china.

In India the population problem has emerged as most burning and frightening problem of present days. In the midst of political in certainty and communal fury over the past two decades, the problem of population explosion has been relegated to the background. Neither the social scientist nor the political parties of the government seems to think it necessary to focus attention upon what is surely the most crucial single problem facing the nation. There is no dearth of studies and views of scholars to highlight the fact that India is failing behind in race of economic and human resources development mainly because it has not shown any progress in controlling the population growth.